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referring to the Simmons Option and the CSX Offer (Ex. 80).12
That evidence (plaintiffs argue) creates the inference that CSX and
Sea-Land were pursuing a joint strategy that included allocating to
Simmons a disproportionate amount of the overall transaction consideration.
The flaw in this argument i4 that Exhibit 80 does not evidence
any involvement by Abely in the Simmons' Option, and the balance
of the record affirmatively disproves that hypothesis.13 Both Watkins
and Simmons testified, without contradiction by anyone, that neither
Abely nor anyone else from Sea-Land participated in the negotiation
of the Simmons Option.14 In fact, Abely was surprised and annoyed
when he was told that the Simmons Option had been negotiated
and concluded.
Simmons, the beneficiary of this alleged conspiracy, testified
that one of his employees initially suggested the option concept, and
that Watkins and he negotiated the option's terms by telephone.
Near the end of those negotiations, Simmons made his $4 million
expense reimbursement proposal. Watkins' consent to that proposal
in the same telephone conversation established the total price of the
Simmons Option. That Abely made a note of the $4 million reimbursement does not tend to prove his involvement in formulating
or negotiating the Simmons Option. If his notation supports any
inference, it is that Abely took these notes between the time the
Simmons Option was finalized and the time the Sea-Land board
approved the CSX Offer. Therefore, Abely's notes do not create a
material fact dispute or triable fact issue supporting the charge that

12. Undated notes written by Abely on the back of an envelope reflect the
final terms of the Simmons Option and plans to move ahead on the CSX-SeaLand transaction. Those notes relevantly state as follows:

1. Appr[oximately] at $28 with rights redemption and with 6.lm[illion]
sh[are] option for subm[ission] to S[hare]- Holders?
2.
3.

Recco[mend] Tender at $28
Meanwhile CSX takes 9.2 m[illion] shares option at $28 for $5 up-

front plus $4 m[illion] in Expenses
(Fx. 80.) Abely does not recall when he made those notes.
13. Because it makes no mention of the Simmons Option or of any payment
to Simmons, Exhibit 124 has no discernable relevance to the "rule of equality"
argument. That exhibit more properly relates to the plaintiffs' claim that Abely
improperly favored CSX over Simmons. (See infta Section V(B).)
14. Though the plaintiffs argue that the testimony of many of the deponents
is not credible, they do concede that Simmons was "without any axe to grind at
the time of his deposition." (Pls. Br., 46.)
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CSX conspired to pay a premium to Simmons as part

of a unitary transaction.
B.
The plaintiffs next contend, in the alternative, that even if the
Sea-Land defendants did not participate in formulating, negotiating,
or consenting in advance to the Simmons Option, the Sea-Land
board still acted improperly by approving the GSX Offer. Because
the CSX Offer antedated the Simmons Option (so the argument
goes), the board's approval of the CSX Offer should be treated as
an approval of the Simmons Option, and, in particular, its disproportionately higher payments.
[3 Under Delaware law, a purchaser may acquire a block of stock
from one shareholder at a premium, and thereafter may offer a lower
price for the corporation's remaining shares. See, e.g., Citron v. Steego
Corp., Del. Oh., No. 7861, Allen, C., slip op. at 16-20 (1988)
(acknowledging a purchaser's right to buy shares held by a fiduciary
and then offer a lower price for all remaining shares); see also Doleman
v. MeijiMutualLife Ins., 9th Cir., 727 F.2d 1480, 1482 (1984) ("[The
claim] baldly asserts that a purchaser of control has a duty to purchase
all the stock at the same price. Such an 'all or'nothing' principle
has been embraced by no case or commentary of which we are
aware."). The plaintiffs concede that in such a case the directors of
the target company would breach no fiduciary duty by approving
the subsequent offer. (Oral Argument Tr., 90.)
Nonetheless, the plaintiffs argue that liability must be visited
upon Sea-Land's directors in this particular case, because CSX had
first announced its intent to offer to purchase all Sea-Land shares
before it agreed to the Simmons Option. Plaintiffs contend that once
having learned that CSX had agreed to pay Simmons over $33 per
share, Sea-Land's directors were not free to approve CSX's offer to
pay Simmons over $33 per share, Sea-Land's directors were not free
to approve CSX's offer to pay $28 to the remaining shareholders.
I cannot agree that the timing of a third-party stock purchase transaction negotiated between an acquiror and a stockholder without any
involvement of the corporation or its board, disables the board from
approving the acquiror's offer for the corporation's shares."5 That

15. THE COURT: So that if on day one

Simmons ...

CSX had bought out Mr.

and then one minute after the papers were signed then
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ipse dixit assertion has no basis in legal precedent or sound policy.
[4-5] The only authority the plaintiffs cite for this position are
certain federal securities law provisions (and decisions applying them)
which, plaintiffs say, are analogous. In particular they rely on section
14(d)(7) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, known as the "best
price" rule. Section 14(d)(7) provides that if any person increase the
consideration offered in a tender offer, "such person shall pay the
increased consideration to each security holder whose securities are
taken up ...

_" 15 U.S.C.A. § 78n(d)(7) (1981). Plaintiffs also rely

upon Securities and Exchange Commission Rule 10b-13(a), which
provides that a person who makes a tender offer for a security may
not purchase any such security "otherwise than pursuant to such
tender offer ... until the expiration of the [tender offer] period ..... " 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-13(a).

[6] It is important to note that the plaintiffs never brought any
action asserting claims based on these or other federal securities law
provisions in connection with this transaction. Presumably that was
because those provisions were not applicable. For those federal provisions to be applicable (as distinguished from "analogous"), the
April 21, 1986 press release in which CSX announced its $28 Offer
would have to be deemed a "tender offer." Plaintiffs do not contend
that it was. Yet, they would have this Court achieve that result for
them by announcing a state-law fiduciary rule that would both
incorporate and then expand these federal provisions to make them
cover this case.
[7] The plaintiffs make no reasoned effort to justify that expedient
position from either a legal or a practical standpoint. Had their
proposed rule been the law, it would have impeded, if not entirely
precluded, the Sea-Land directors from discharging their fiduciary
duty to maximize the company's value for the stockholders' benefit,
Revlon, 506 A.2d at 182, because the board would have been required
to reject the highest and only offer it had received for the company.
[8] The plaintiffs' suggested rule, if adopted and then applied in
these circumstances, would also make no practical sense. When the
went to Sea-Land and made its proposal, that would not ... generate
director liability?
MR. GREENBERG: That's correct.
THE COURT: But if the formal proposal were made one minute before
the papers were signed, that would?
MR. GREENBERG: I think we are getting a little bit absurd, but the
answer is yes.

(Oral Argument Tr., 104-05.)
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Sea-Land board met to consider the CSX Offer, the Simmons Option
(which CSX and Simmons had negotiated and concluded without
the involvement of any Sea-Land director) was already afai accompli.
The Sea-Land board could not undo the Simmons Option, nor could
it force CSX to offer $35 to the remaining shareholders. Unlike
Beaumont, no one at Sea-Land sanctioned any disparate treatment;
the disparity had already occurred and it could not be undone. The
CSX Offer itself treated all shareholders equally. To be chargeable
with having violated a fiduciary duty involving equal treatment
precepts, the board must, at the very least, have approved the
transaction creating the disparity. Cf Beaumont, supra. But cf. Priddy
v. Edelman, E.D. Mich., 679 F. Supp. 1425 (1988), aff'd, 6th Cir.,
883 F.2d 438 (1989).16 That the Sea-Land board did not do.
[9] Because the Sea-Land directors violated no fiduciary duty based
on what plaintiffs have termed the "rule of equality," it follows that
neither did the CSX defendants. See Ivanhoe Partnersv. Newmont Mining
Corp., Del. Supr., 535 A.2d 1334, 1344 (1987). Therefore, the CSX
defendants could not have aided or abetted any breach of duty by
the Sea-Land defendants. Accordingly, the defendants are entitled
to summary judgment on the plaintiffs' "rule of equality" claims.
V.

THE DUTY OF LOYALTY CLAIMS

The plaintiffs next contend that when dealing with Simmons
and CSX and in approving the CSX Offer, the Sea-Land directors
breached their duty of loyalty in four different respects.
First, the plaintiffs essentially restate their "rule of equality"
claim, arguing that since the CSX Offer was per se illegal, its approval
was per se unreasonable. As I have previously rejected the premise

f6. In Priddy, upon which the defendants rely, the two bidders for Fruehauf
Corporation struck a deal between themselves. One bidder paid the other bidder
$49 per share for the roughly two million shares it owned, plus $21 million as
reimbursement for claimed expenses. All other shareholders were then offered $49.50
per share. The Fruehauf board approved the $49.50 offer, a decision that both the
district court and court of appeals left undisturbed. That result is consistent with
the conclusion reached here, assuming that the facts were as found by the district
court, viz., that the Fruehauf board approved the $49.50 offer after the settlement
between the bidders had occurred. Priddy, 679 F. Supp. at 1429. However, the
precise facts in Priddy are not altogether clear, because the court of appeals noted
that the agreements between the bidders were not executed until after the Fruehauf
board had approved the offer. Priddy, 883 F.2d at 441. In any event, I need not
(and do not) opine as to whether the appellate court correctly applied Delaware
law to the facts determined by it.
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of that claim (see supra Section IV), the claim itself must be rejected
as well.

Second, the plaintiffs contend that the Sea-Land board's approval
of the CSX Offer was improperly motivated by the indemnity that
CSX furnished as part of the transaction.
Third, the plaintiffs' claim that Abely and the Sea-Land board
improperly favored CSX over Simmons. They argue that the SeaLand board had the duty to sell Sea-Land at the best available price,
see Revlon, 506 A.2d at 182, and that the board's (and Abely's)
partiality towards CSX was not reasonably calculated to achieve that
goal, see Mills Acquisition Co. v. MacMillan, Inc., Del. Supr., 559 A.2d
1261, 1288 (1988).
Fourth, the plaintiffs argue that the board's decision to approve
the CSX Offer was unreasonable, because had the board rejected
or threatened to reject the CSX Offer, CSX would have made a
higher offer.
[10] Before addressing these contentions, I must first resolve the
threshold question of whether the duty of loyalty claims are to be
decided under the business judgment standard of review or the
enhanced scrutiny standard of Unocal Corp. v. Mesa Petroleum Co.,
Del. Supr., 493 A.2d 946 (1985) ("Unocal"). Under Unocal, as later
interpreted in MacMillan, before a board may receive the normal
protections of the business judgment rule, it must demonstrate that
its actions were reasonable in relation to the advantage sought to be
achieved or to the threat allegedly posed. MacMillan, 559 A.2d at
1288; Unocal, 493 A.2d at 955.
The plaintiffs contend that the Unocal standard applies. The
defendants urge that the business judgment standard of review applies, because the board's decision to approve the CSX Offer was
not a defensive measure. I cannot agree.
[11] The Unocal review standard applies whenever a board adopts
"any defensive measure taken in response to some threat to corporate
control and policy and effectiveness which touches upon issues of
control." Gilbert v. El Paso Co., Del. Supr., 575 A.2d 1131, 1144
(1990); see Yanow v. Scientific Leasing, Inc., Del. Ch., Nos. 9536 &
9561, Jacobs, V.C., mem. op. at 17 (July 31, 1991) ("Yanow IP').
Here the Sea-Land board adopted a "poison pill" and hired an
investment banking firm to conduct an intensive search for a "white
knight" within days of Simmons' first acquisition proposal. Those
actions clearly were taken defensively in response to Simmons' proposal, as were Sea-Land's later negotiations with CSX.
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The defendants argue that the Sea-Land board's approval of
CSX's Offer was not defensive in nature, but the minutes of SeaLand's April 25, 1986.board meeting indicate otherwise. They recite
that the board decided to approve CSX's Offer because of, among
other reasons, "ft]he risk to the Corporation .

.

. that if the CSX

offer were not accepted, CSX would withdraw and the Simmons
Interests would ultimately achieve control of the Corporation without
providing fair value to the remaining shareowners." (Ex. 45A, SE010.)
Further evidence of the defensive nature of the Sea-Land board's
action was the board's grant of the Sea-Land Option to CSX, even
though CSX already had the executed Simmons Option agreement
in hand. The Sea-Land Option was intended to protect CSX's Offer
for Sea-Land if Simmons did not honor his obligations pursuant to
the Simmons Option. For these reasons, the challenged decisions of
the Sea-Land board, in particular, its approval of the CSX Offer,
will be evaluated under the Unocal standard of review as interpreted
in MacMillan.

A.
The plaintiffs argue that when Abely learned of the Simmons
Option, rather than demand that CSX treat all shareholders equally,
he insisted (improperly) that CSX indemnify the Sea-Land board
from liability. The defendants respond that the indemnity was customary in transactions of this kind, did not provide significantly

more protection than the Sea-Land directors already had, and, as a
matter of law, could not have induced Sea-Land's acquiescence.
It is undisputed that Abely requested that CSX indemnify the
Sea-Land board against claims arising out of the merger. There is
no evidence that in the process he sacrificed the integrity of the SeaLand shareholders by not receiving the best available price for their
shares. Nor does the nature of the CSX indemnity create any inference to the contrary.
[12] Normally, the receipt of indemnification is not deemed to taint
related director actions with a presumption of self-interest. That is
because indemnification has become commonplace in corporate affairs, see Stroud v. Grace, Del. Ch., No. 10,719, Hartnett, V.C., mem.
op. at 14, 20 (Nov. 1, 1990), rev'd in part on other grounds, Del. Supr.,
606 A.2d 75 (1992), and because indemnification does not increase
a director's wealth. See Hastings-Murtaghv. Texas Air Corp., S.D. Fla.,
649 F. Supp. 479, 483 (1986) (applying Delaware law). The plaintiffs
argue, nonetheless, that in this case the Sea-Land directors knew
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that they would be sued, and sought the CSX indemnity at the
expense of their fiduciary duties to the shareholders. That argument
assumes that the CSX indemnity afforded the directors materially
greater protection from liability than they would otherwise have had.
The record does not bear out that assumption.
Sea-Land's then-existing indemnity provisions covered all expenses "arising from or related to any merger, tender offer or
acquisition proposal . . . including the completion of any such proposal ..... " (Second Valihura Aff. Exs. 1-8.) It excluded coverage
for suits in which the indemnitees are "adjudged liable because of
willful misfeasance, bad faith, gross negligence or reckless disregard"
of their duties. (Id.) The CSX indemnity, on the other hand, covered
only the transactions contemplated in the merger agreement, but
such coverage was to the fullest extent allowed by Delaware law.
(Valihura Aff. Exs. 12, 38.)
Even if the CSX indemnity afforded greater protection than
that offered by Sea-Land, that protection was not materially greater,
and the CSX indemnity would not necessarily have protected SeaLand's directors against a successful prosecution of many of the
plaintiffs' duty of loyalty claims.17 Therefore, there is no basis to
infer that CSX's offer of indemnification could have induced SeaLand's directors to abjure their fiduciary duty and accept the CSX
Offer with its attendant risk of liability. Accordingly, the plaintiffs
have not established a triable fact issue as to this claim.
B.
[13] The plaintiffs' third claim is that the Sea-Land directors, particularly Abely, improperly favored CSX over Simmons. In evaluating that contention, the Court must determine whether (i) there
was disparate treatment of bidders, (ii) the board perceived that
shareholder interests would be enhanced by such disparate treatment,
and if so, (iii) whether the directors' actions were reasonable in
relation to the advantage they sought to achieve. MacMillan, 559
A.2d at 1288; Yanow II, supra, at 17-18.'3
17. Delaware law permits corporations to indemnify directors who have "acted
in good faith and in a manner ... reasonably believed to be in or not opposed
to the best interests of the corporation . . . ." 8 Del. C. § 145(a), (b). The plaintiffs'
duty of loyalty claims, and perhaps their "rule of equality" claims as well, challenge

the good faith of the Sea-Land directors' actions.
18. It is assumed for these purposes, that the Sea-Land board's goal and
obligation was to sell Sea-Land at the highest price.
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The plaintiffs do not, nor could they, fault Abely or the other
Sea-Land defendants for eliciting a competing bid from CSX. What
they criticize is the favored treatment CSX was allegedly given. The
specifics of this claim are that CSX (a) was provided more information
about Sea-Land than was Simmons, (b) received a "tip" that Simmons would offer $26 per share, (c) was permitted to negotiate with
Sea-Land when Abely had canceled a meeting with Simmons and
had kept him at a distance, (d) received a "lockup" on Sea-Land
treasury stock, and (e) enlisted Abely to help scare Simmons away.
It is claimed that Abely also treated Simmons adversarially, and
discouraged him from topping CSX's bid.
The primary evidence cited to support the most serious charge,
that Abely conspired with CSX to drive Simmons away from the
bidding, are undated notes made by Fahey when Schwarzman tried
to call Abely after CSX authorized the $28 Offer at its April 18
board meeting. The Fahey notes refer to Schwarzman's need to talk
to Abely about Abely's "script" for his meetings with Simmons the
following Monday. (Ex. 124.)
It is undisputed that Abely traveled to Dallas to introduce the
CSX group to Simmons. Although the plaintiffs contend that Abely
went to Dallas to do CSX's bidding, the Fahey notes do not support
that contention. Even if Abely did have a "script" for the Dallas
meetings and had consulted Schwarzman about it, those facts alone
do not evidence that Abely's purpose for seeing Simmons was to
aid CSX to the detriment of Simmons and Sea-Land's other shareholders. No other evidence of record supports the claim that Abely
acted to drive Simmons away, and the other (uncontroverted) evidence fatally undercuts that contention.
First, nothing in Simmons' deposition testimony, which plaintiffs
concede is credible (see supra note 14) evidences that Abely was trying
to deter Simmons from making a higher bid. Simmons testified that
at the April 21 meeting in Dallas, Abely told him that he (Simmons)
could react to CSX's Offer as he wished, which Simmons took to
mean that Abely would recommend that Sea-Land be sold to Simmons if he topped CSX's $28 bid. Thus, Simmons understood that
Abely was affording him an opportunity to submit a higher bid.
Consistent with that understanding is the fact that Abely furnished Simmons with a book of confidential information, even though
Simmons had never signed a confidentiality agreement. That evidences Abely's good faith and that even at this stage, Abely was
attempting to elicit Simmons' highest and best bid. Simmons also
testified that he did not need all the information that CSX had
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received, and that he had received all the information about SeaLand that he wanted. These facts, all undisputed, establish that
Simmons was afforded a fair opportunity to make a competitive bid,
yet he chose not to do so. There being no evidence to the contrary,
I must conclude that Abely satisfied his fiduciary obligations in his
dealings with CSX and Simmons. Citron v. Fairchild Camera & Instrument, Del. Supr., 569 A.2d 53, 68 (1989). 19
C.
Finally, the plaintiffs argue that for the Sea-Land board to have
acted reasonably in relation to its stated goal of maximizing shareholder value, it was obliged to reject the CSX Offer at the April 25,
1986 board meeting. The plaintiffs contend that Sea-Land had tremendous "leverage" over CSX, because OSX had already paid
Simmons $50 million. Thus, CSX had a financial incentive not to
act on its threat to withdraw its offer if that offer was not approved
that day. Moreover, Sea-Land also had the leverage of its "poison
pill.',
[14-16] The material facts and the case law are decidedly against
the plaintiffs' position. All of the Sea-Land directors except Abely
were independent. That fact, coupled with the advice furnished by
Sea-Land's financial and legal advisors at the board meeting after
an extensive market search, established that the board acted in good
faith and pursuant to a reasonable investigation. See Polk v. Good,
Del. Supr., 507 A.2d 531, 537 (1986); Unocal, 493 A.2d at 955.
Confronting the board was a finn-and extremely short-deadline
to accept or reject the CSX Offer. Those facts fatally undercut the

19. The plaintiffs' related contentions are similarly unsupported. Abely's and
the board's willingness to grant the Sea-Land Option as a condition of the CSX

Offer was, in the circumstances, reasonably calculated to induce a higher, firm bid
from CSX. Therefore, it was not a fiduciary duty violation. Yanow V. S'entjfic
Leasing, Inc., Del. Ch., Nos. 9536 & 9561, Jacobs, V.C., slip op. at 11-12 & n.6
(Feb. 5, 1988, revised Feb. 8, 1988); see MacMillan, 559 A.2d at 1286. The same
is true of the "tip" to CSX on April 9 regarding Simmons' planned bid of $26.
Such a tip would merit grave concern had it occurred during an auction. &-e

MacMillan, 559 A.2d at 1283. However, that information was given to CSX to
induce it to enter the fray so that an auction might later take place. In these

circumstances that conduct was not an actionable breach of fiduciary duty. Finally,
whatever hostility Abely may have felt toward Simmons is not material, because
it had no demonstrated adverse effect upon the bidding process, and did not impede
Abely from discharging his fiduciary obligation to seek the best available price from
both CSX and Simmons. Fairchild Camera, 569 A.2d at 68.
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contention that the board acted unreasonably in accepting CSX's
offer that day. See Thompson v. Enstar Corp., Del. Ch., 509 A.2d 578,
582 (1984). Finally, the board's strategic decision not to negotiate
in the aggressive style that plaintiffs would have preferred does not,
without more, create an inference that the directors acted in bad
faith. In re KDI Corp. ShareholdersLitig., Del. Ch., Cons. No. 10,278,
Berger, V.C., mem. op. at 13-14 (Nov. 1, 1988).
[17] The situation confronting the board on April 25, 1986, was
this: CSX's $28 Offer was the highest and only offer available to
Sea-Land. Dillon Read had previously contacted twenty-three potential acquirors, of which only two had expressed serious interest.
By April 25, only CSX was left. Even if the Sea-Land board could
have risked affronting the only remaining bidder (CSX) by rejecting
its offer, it is incorrect to argue (as plaintiffs have) that CSX would
have had no choice but to raise its bid because otherwise CSX would
forfeit its $50 million investment. That argument ignores the fact
that CSX was under no pressure to raise its bid if the Sea-Land
board rejected CSX's Offer. CSX had until August 31, 1986, an
additional four months, to decide whether or not to exercise the
Simmons Option. During those four months, if Sea-Land's fortunes
declined and if no one else was interested in bidding over $28 per
share, CSX could lower its bid with impunity. In that event, SeaLand would be worse off than if the board had accepted the $28.
In these circumstances, a reasonable board cannot be faulted for
concluding that that risk outweighed whatever advantage might ac20
crue from the "leverage" that Sea-Land had.
The only record evidence cited to support the plaintiffs' position
that CSX would have raised its bid if pressed, is plaintiff James J.
Cotter's testimony. Cotter testified that a rejection of CSX's Offer
"would have prompted the CSX people to come back and adjust
their figure." (Cotter Dep., 177; see also Pls. Br., 68.) This testimony
besides being self-serving and conclusory, is speculative and lacks
an evidentiary foundation. (See Cotter Dep., 171-73.) Neither that
testimony or any other evidence of record establishes the existence
21
of a triable issue of fact as to this claim.
20. Although Sea-Land also had the leverage of its poison pill, this Court
cannot say today that in April of 1986 the Sea-Land board was legally obligated
to use its poison pill to resist the only bidder for its stock, or that by doing so the
board would likely have achieved a better result. See City CapitalAssocs. Ltd. Partnership
v. Interco Inc., Del. Ch., 551 A.2d 787, 798 (1988).
21. The absence of competent evidence that a higher bid would be forthcoming
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For these reasons, none of the plaintiffs' duty of loyalty claims
can survive the pending motions for summary judgment.
VI.

THE DUTY OF CARE CLAIM

Finally, the plaintiffs claim that the Sea-Land board was not
properly informed when it approved the CSX Offer, because the
board acted without first discussing the other courses of action available to it. For the following reasons, the plaintiffs again have failed
to raise a triable issue of fact sufficient to defeat summary judgment.
[18] The standard for determining whether a board decision was
sufficiently informed is gross negligence. Smith v. Van Gorkom, Del.
Supr., 488 A.2d 858, 873 (1985). As proof of the Sea-Land's directors' gross negligence, the plaintiffs point to the testimony of
certain directors that the subject of "leverage" was never discussed
at their April 25, 1986 board meeting. Even if that were true, it
does not, in these circumstances, create an inference or a triable fact
issue as to whether the board's decision to approve the CSX Offer
was grossly negligent. Only five months earlier the Sea-Land board
authorized Dillon Read to canvass the acquisition market. Dillon
Read did that, and the board knew full well the minimal market
interest in the company. The board was also aware of the prior
dealings with Simmons and Simmons' unwillingness to offer more
than $26. The directors met several times, and at the critical April 25
meeting they discussed with Sea-Land's advisors the merits of the
CSX Offer in light of this background and events of the previous
week. The directors understood Sea-Land's available alternatives and
the ramifications of rejecting the CSX Offer.22 Any comparison of
the deliberations and behavior of this board to that of the directors

also supports the defendants' position that no cognizable injury has been proven.
Without evidence of injury the plaintiffs would not be able to recover damages.
Yanow II, supra, at 13 n.6; Cinerama, Inc. v. Technicolor, Inc., Del. Ch., No., 8358,
Allen, C., slip op. at 42-43 (June 21, 1991, revised June 24, 1991). Citing Brawnont,
the plaintiffs argue that the level of damages is the difference between the amount
per share paid to Simmons ($33.44) and the amount other shareholders received
($28). However, that measure of damages presupposes that the plaintiffs are entitled
to proceed on their "rule of equality" claim-which the Court has rejected. See
supra Section IV.
22. Abely II Dep., 181-82, 184; Allison Dep., 165-67; Dixon Dep., 162-63,
165; Dragone Dep., 157-58; Kerley Dep., 155; Muller Dep., 170-71; Nimitz Dep.,
122; Sticht Dep., 121-23.
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in Van Gorkom only underscores the due care with which the SeaLand directors proceeded.
The evidence does not support an inference of gross negligence.
Therefore, as a matter of law this claim must fail. Compare Van
Gorkom, 488 A.2d at 873-88 (finding liability) with Fairchild Camera,
569 A.2d at 66-67 (no liability).
VII.

CONCLUSION

For the above reasons, the defendants' motions for summary
judgment are granted. IT IS SO ORDERED.

WEISS v. LEEWARDS CREATIVE CRAFTS, INC.
No. 12,384
Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware, New Castle
April 29, 1993
Plaintiff filed an amended complaint alleging that defendants
breached duties owed to him and others similarly situated regarding
an unsuccessful offering of stock of defendant corporation. Plaintiff
alleges that he and a class of similarly situated individuals were
injured as a result of the cancellation of stock delivery and that either
the defendant corporation or the stock's underwriters were at fault
for the offer's failure to close. Specifically, plaintiff's amended com-

plaint alleged injury under several theories: (1) breach of fiduciary
duty, (2) tortious interference, (3) conversion, (4) breach of contract,
and (5) violations of federal and state securities laws.
The court of chancery, per Vice-Chancellor Chandler, dismissed
plaintiffs amended complaint for failing to allege a sufficient cause
of action against defendants. The court found that plaintiff failed to
demonstrate that fiduciary duties attached to his contingent interest
in the defendant corporation. Plaintiff also failed to allege (1) that
defendants purposefully or maliciously interfered with plaintiff's purported business interest in the defendant corporation, (2) a cognizable
claim under breach of contract or conversion, (3) standing under
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the federal securities laws, and (4) facts sufficient to support a claim
of fraud under Illinois law.
1.

Pretrial Procedure

0

622

A complaint should be dismissed for failure to state a claim
when it appears on its face that the plaintiff cannot prove facts which
will entitle him to relief.
2.

Pleading

0-- 233, 286

If it is apparent that the plaintiff cannot correct the defective
nature of the complaint by repleading, denial of leave to amend is
warranted.
3.

Pleading

C

233

Denial of leave to amend is also warranted when plaintiff has
already had a chance to cure such defects.
4.

Pretrial Procedure
Pleading

C

0:- 687

8(1)

Well-pleaded allegations of fact shall be deemed true. However,
allegations must be more than merely conclusory.
5.

Corporations

0= 170

Owners of when-issued stock have no fiduciary duties owed them
until the actual issuance of the stock.
6.

Corporations

C

170

The key issue for ownership purposes is not trading on a national
exchange, but the actual issuance of the interest.
7.

Corporations

C-170, 307

The receipt of a confirmation from the underwriters is not a
document sufficient to give rise to fiduciary duties by a corporation's
directors.
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170

The existence of a stock ledger containing the name of individuals
who had an expectation of becoming stockholders in the company
did not create fiduciary duties owed to those individuals.
9.

Corporations

C---

262(2)

Upon transfer of a security, the purchaser can only acquire the
rights which his transferor had or actually had authority to convey
absent fraud or illegality. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 6, § 8-301(1) (1975).
10.

Torts

0-2

Under Delaware's choice of law rules, the law of the state with
the most significant relationship to the occurrence and parties applies;
and, thus, Illinois law applied to plaintiff's tortious interference and
other state law claims and to determine the sufficiency of plaintiff's
allegations.
11.

Torts

= 10(1)

Under Illinois law, in order to prevail on a claim for tortious
interference with prospective economic advantage, a plaintiff must
allege: (1) the plaintiffs reasonable expectation of entering into a
valid business relationship, (2) the defendant's knowledge of the
plaintiff's expectancy, (3) purposeful interference by the defendant
that prevents the plaintiff's legitimate expectancy from ripening into
a valid business relationship, and (4) damages to the plaintiff resulting
from such interference.
12.

Torts

0=- 10(1)

Illinois courts have interpreted purposeful interference to require
an element of malice; therefore, the plaintiff's failure to allege that
the offering was cancelled maliciously or was otherwise wrongfully
motivated warranted dismissal for failure to state a valid claim as
to tortious interference.
13.

Torts

0

16

Under Illinois law, persons may interfere with contractual relations if the interference is socially sanctioned, for instance, when
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defendants act to protect a conflicting interest which is considered
to be of equal or greater value than that accorded to the contractual
right involved.
14.

Trover and Conversion

, 1, 8

Under Delaware and Illinois law, the first two requirements for
a valid claim of conversion are: (1) that a plaintiff had a property
interest in the converted goods, and (2) that the plaintiff had a right
to possession of the goods.
15.

Trover and Conversion

O

35

Plaintiff could not demonstrate that he had a right to possession
as a matter of law because his purchase of the stock was conditional.
16.

Trover and Conversion

0

35

The conditional nature of plaintiff's interest in the shares prevented him from claiming any possessory property rights.
17.

Contracts

0

337(2)

Under Illinois law, in order to successfully plead breach of
contract, a party must allege: (1) the making of a specific contract,
(2) the obligation thereby assumed, and (3) the breach.
18.

Contracts

0

221(1)

The plaintiff did not allege facts sufficient to demonstrate that
a contract came into existence because the prospectus itself conditioned the plaintiff's interest on, among other things, withdrawal,
cancellation, or modification of the offer without notice.
19.

Contracts

0-303(4)

Under the prevention doctrine, a party is not excused from its
contractual duties if it unjustly prevents the performance or happening

of a condition precedent to those duties. However, an exception to
the prevention doctrine exists "where the hindrance is due to some
action of the promisor which under the terms of the contract ...
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5 WILLISTON ON CONTRACTS § 677A, at 235

(3d ed. 1961).
20.

0

Contracts

337(2)

Under Illinois law, the failure to allege wrongfulness precludes
application of the prevention doctrine as a matter of law.
21.

Securities Regulation

0

25.19

Section 11(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 confers standing to
sue on "any person acquiring such security." Furthermore, the
United States Supreme Court has explained that a section 11 action
must be brought by a purchaser of a registered security. 15 U.S.C.
§ 77k (1988).
22.

Securities Regulation

0-25.60

Section 12(2) of the Securities Act of 1933 requires that a person
"purchasing" a security may seek damages against the seller. 15
U.S.C. § 771(2) (1988).
23.

Securities Regulation

0

35.12

Section 3(a)(13) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 defines
the terms "buy" and "purchase" as including "any contract to
buy, purchase, or otherwise acquire" securities. 15 U.S.C.
§§ 78(c)(13), 78(c)(14) (1988).
24.

Securities Regulation

0-

25.19, 25.60

One who enters into a contract to buy securities contingent
upon the occurrence of the offering merely has a contingent interest
in the securities; and, thus, plaintiff did not have standing to sue
under the 1933 Act because he demonstrated only that he entered
into a contract for an option to buy securities, not to buy the securities
themselves.
25. Fraud

0= 41

Claims of fraud must be alleged with particularity. DEL. CH.
CT. R. 9(b);

FED.

R. Civ. P. 9(b).
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26. Fraud

O

41

In order to allege fraud sufficiently, a plaintiff must delineate
the time, place, and particular contents of the false representations,
as well as the identity of the party making the misrepresentation,
and what was given up thereby.
27.

Fraud

0,41

It is not sufficient to use the word "fraud" or its equivalent in
a complaint; a plaintiff must provide a statement of sufficient facts
to make the basis of the charge reasonably apparent.
28.

Fraud

O= 47

It is undisputed that a plaintiff must plead specific damages in
his compliant. Therefore, count VII, alleging violations of the Illinois
Consumer Fraud Act, was dismissed because the plaintiff failed to
sufficiently allege actionable damages. ILL. REv. STAT. ch. 121, para.
2701(a) (1989).
Joseph A. Rosenthal, Esquire, of Rosenthal, Monhait, Gross &
Goddess, P.A., Wilmington, Delaware; and Arthur T. Susman,
Esquire, Terry Rose Saunders, Esquire, Terrence Buehler, Esquire,
and Robert E. Williams, Esquire, of Susman, Saunders & Buehler,
Chicago, Illinois, of counsel, for plaintiff.
Stephen P. Lamb, Esquire, Edward P. Welch, Esquire, and Stuart
M. Grant, Esquire, of Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom,
Wilmington, Delaware, for defendant Leewards Creative Crafts, Inc.
Henry E. Gallagher, Jr., Esquire, of Connolly, Bove, Lodge & Hutz,
Wilmington, Delaware; and Stephen H. Reisberg, Esquire, of WiUkie
Farr & Gallagher, New York, New York, of counsel, for defendants
Prudential-Bache Capital Partners I, L.P. and Prudential-Bache Interfunding, Inc.
M. Duncan Grant, Esquire, and David M. Fournier, Esquire, of
Pepper, Hamilton & Scheetz, Wilmington, Delaware, for defendant
The Mutual Life Insurance Company of New York.
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Stephen E. Jenkins, Esquire, of Ashby & Geddes, Wilmington,
Delaware, for defendants John A. Popple, David E. Bolen, John
M. Kirkeide, Stephen J. Berman, Samuel J. Parker, and Benjamin
J. Zintak.
R. Franklin Balotti, Esquire, and Sean P. McDevott, Esquire, of
Richards, Layton & Finger, Wilmington, Delaware, for defendants
Prudential Securities Incorporated and Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc.
CHANDLER,

Vice-Chancellor

Plaintiff Kenneth M. Weiss ("Weiss") has filed an amended
complaint (the "complaint") alleging that defendants breached duties
owed him and others similarly situated regarding a "deal that did
not close"-an unsuccessful offering of stock of defendant Leewards
Creative Crafts, Inc. ("Leewards") during October, 1991. Plaintiff
alleges he and a class of similarly situated individuals were injured
as a result of the cancellation of stock delivery, and that either the
defendant corporation or the stock's underwriters are at fault for the
offer's failure to close.
Weiss claims he was injured under a variety of theories, including
breach of fiduciary duty, tortious interference, conversion, breach of
contract, and violations of federal and state securities laws. He asserts
the claims against four groups of defendants: 1) Leewards, the corporation issuing the stock; 2) the selling stockholders, PrudentialBache Interfunding, Inc. ("PBIF"), Prudential-Bache Capital Partners I, L.P. ("PBCP"), and Mutual life Insurance Co. of New York
("MONY"); 3) the underwriters, Prudential Securities, Inc. ("PSI")
and Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc. ("Dean Witter"); and 4) individuals
alleged to be directors of Leewards, John A. Popple ("Popple"),
David E. Bolen ("Bolen"), John M. Kirkeide ("Kirkeide"), Stephen
J. Berman ("Berman"), SamuelJ. Parker ("Parker"), and Benjamin
J. Zintak ("Zintak") (collectively, the "individual defendants"). All
defendants-including Leewards, the selling stockholders, the underwriters, and the individual defendant-have moved to dismiss the
various counts of Weiss's complaint for failure to state claims under
Rule 12(b)(6).' This is my decision on defendants' motions to dismiss.

1. Alternatively, some defendants have moved for a more definite statement.
For the reasons set forth below, I need not consider this alternative motion.
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I.

FACTS

Plaintiff is not a current stockholder of Leewards. On October 24,
1991, he agreed to purchase (and claims that he did purchase) 1000
shares of Leewards stock to be offered at the public offering price
of $13 per share. One day later, October 25, 1991, plaintiff sold his
shares, or more accurately sold his rights to purchase the shares, at
a rate of $14-1/8 per share. Delivery of the shares never occurred
because the offering was cancelled.
Leewards, a specialty retailer of craft products and related merchandise, planned a capital expansion through an initial public offering of 2.3 million shares of common stock, 1.7 million directly
from Leewards, and 600,000 from the selling stockholders, PBIF,
PBCP, and MONY. The final registration statement became effective
on October 24, 1991. Between this date and October 31, 1991, shares
were sold to the public pursuant to agreements between the underwriters (PSI and Dean Witter) and the investing public, including
the plaintiff, and were traded on the over-the-counter market. On
October 31, 1991, the underwriters announced that the offering had
been postponed. The offering was later cancelled, apparently due to
underwriters' doubts about Leewards' financial prospects.
Weiss claims that cancellation of the offering was wrongful and
that he and others similarly situated have been directly injured from
the cancellation. His complaint alleges seven counts of wrongs by
the various defendants. They are: count I, breach of fiduciary duty;
count II, tortious interference; count III, conversion; count IV,
breach of contract; counts V and VI, violations of federal securities
laws; and count VII, violations of Illinois securities laws. Defendants
assert that the plaintiff has failed to assert a cognizable claim for
relief under Chancery Court Rule 12(b)(6). I will address the arguments in order.
II. STANDARD FOR DISMISSAL
[1-3] A complaint should be dismissed for failure to state a claim
when it appears on its face that the plaintiff cannot prove facts which
will entitle him to relief. Rabkin v. Philip A. Hunt Chem. Corp., Del.
Supr., 498 A.2d 1099, 1104 (1985). If it is apparent that plaintiff
cannot correct the defective nature of the complaint by repleading,
denial of leave to amend is warranted. Kahn Bros. v. Fischbach Corp.,
Del. Ch., No. 8987, Allen, C. (Sept. 19, 1989), slip op. at 7-8.
Similarly, denial is warranted when a plaintiff has already had a
chance to cure such defects. In re Sea-Land Corp. Shareholders Litig.,
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Del. Ch., No. 8453, Jacobs, V.C. (May 13, 1988), slip op. at 12.
[4] Well-pleaded allegations of fact shall be deemed true. Kofron v.
Amoco Chem. Corp., Del. Supr., 441 A.2d 226, 227 (1980). However,
allegations must be more than merely conclusory. Norman v. Paco
PharmaceuticalSers., Inc., Del. Ch., 10,417, Hartnett, V.C. (Sept. 22,
1989), slip op. at 10-11.
III.

BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTIES

Count I of the complaint alleges that defendants breached fiduciary duties owed to the plaintiff and the class, and as a result
they have suffered injury in the form of loss of shares and inability
to complete sales within the week of October 24-31, 1991.
Weiss "purchased" the stock after the effective date of registration, October 24, 1991, but before the delivery or distribution
date of October 31, 1991. The issue presented is whether he became
a record owner of Leewards at the time of purchase or was merely
a prospective shareholder subject to conditions stated in the prospectus.
The final prospectus for the offering states on its first page:
The shares of Common Stock are offered by the several
Underwriters subject to delivery by the Company and the
Selling Stockholders and acceptance by the Underwriters,
to prior sale and to withdrawal, cancellation or modification
of the offer without notice. Delivery of the shares to the
Underwriters is expected to be made at the office of Prudential Securities Incorporated ...

on or about October 31,

1991.
Prospectus at 1. Defendants claim that this disclosure statement
signifies that all "purchasers" of Leewards stock received the stock
subject to possible cancellation and, therefore, do not have the right
to bring actions for damages regarding the cancellation.
[5] Defendants argue that the stock was conditionally sold on a
"when-issued" basis, and that since the stock was not issued, plaintiffs "purchase" was never effectuated. Much. has been made by
both plaintiff and defendants as to whether this stock can be classified
as "when-issued" stock, presumably due to existing law regarding
such stock. Under Delaware law, owners of when-issued stock have
no fiduciary duties owed them until the actual issuance of the stock.
Anadarko Petroleum Corp. v. Panhandle E. Corp., Del. Ch., No. 8738,
Berger, V.C. (July 7, 1987), slip op. at 7-13, aff'd, Del. Supr., 545
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A.2d 1171, 1174-77 (1988) ("Anadarko P'); and Del. Ch., 521 A.2d
624, 628-30 (1987) ("Anadarko IP'). However, in this case I need
not conclusively determine whether or not the Leewards stock can
be classified as "when-issued," for I find the reasoning of the Anadarko
decisions a compelling analogy to the present circumstances in any
event.
The Anadarko decisions held that the defendant's corporate directors, who were attempting a spin-off in creating Anadarko, owed
no fiduciary relationship to the prospective shareholders of Anadarko
until the distribution date-the actual day that the transfer agent
was to issue and mail the stock certificates to each shareholder.
Anadarko I, No. 8738, slip op. at 8.
Just as the Anadarko shareholders' interest was conditional upon
the completion of the spin-off, the plaintiff's interest in the instant
case was conditional upon the dosing of the offer. The contingency
of plaintiff's interest is evidenced in the plain language of the final
prospectus: his purchase was subject to, among other things, "vithdrawal, cancellation or modification of the offer without notice."
Prospectus at 1. Comparably, the first page of the Anadarko prospectus contained a disclosure statement substantially similar to that
of the Leewards prospectus quoted above. Like the present offer,
the Anadarko offer failed to dose. Thus, in accordance with the
Anadarko decisions, whatever conditional interest plaintiff may have
had in the shares lapsed before Leewards or its directors ever entered
into a fiduciary relationship with the plaintiff.
[6] Plaintiff challenges on a number of grounds an application of
the Anadarko rationale. He asserts that because defendants allowed
Leewards stock to be traded on a national exchange, NASDAQ,
that he and the class were not "prospective" shareholders. However,
the Delaware Supreme Court held in Anadarko that, while "a distinct
interest was created by providing a market for Anadarko stock prior
to distribution, we conclude that the interest does not rise to the
level of a beneficial interest for purposes of imposing fiduciary duties." Anadarko I, 545 A.2d at 1176. The key issue for ownership
purposes is not trading on a national exchange, but the actual issuance
of the interest. At the time that Leewards stock was trading on
NASDAQ, the plaintiff could not exercise voting rights, nor could
he compel the stock's delivery. Because that delivery never occurred,
fiduciary duties never arose. See Anadarko II, 521 A.2d at 630.
[7-8] Weiss also argues that his receipt of a prospectus confirmation
from the underwriters makes him a record owner of Leewards stock,
and thus, the Anadarko reasoning should not apply. Contrary to his
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argument, however, the receipt of a confirmation from the underwriters is not a document sufficient to give rise to fiduciary duties
by Leewards' directors. The Delaware Supreme Court in Anadarko
similarly reasoned that the existence of a sock ledger containing the
names of individuals who had an expectation of becoming stockholders in the company did not create fiduciary duties owed to those
individuals. Anadarko I, 545 A.2d at 1175.
[9] Weiss further asserts that these unconditional prospectus confirmation statements he and the class received are the functional
equivalent of a stock subscription, and thus, act as an acceptance
by the corporation of the stock "purchase." A subscription agreement, however, contemplates a direct contractual relationship between the subscriber and the corporation. These confirmation
statements, on the other hand, were agreements among Leewards,
the selling stockholders and the underwriters. The plaintiff's interest
was dependent upon the underwriters' interest, and since the underwriters never obtained any interest under the confirmation statements, it follows that the plaintiff could not have received any such
interest, according to basic agency principles. See, e.g., 6 Del. C. § 8301(1) ("Upon transfer of a security . . . the purchaser acquires the
rights in the security which his transferor had or had actual authority
to convey," absent fraud or illegality.) As I address more fully below,
the complaint fails to allege fraud or illegality on defendants' part.
I conclude that none of plaintiff's arguments sufficiently distinguish plaintiff's case from the reasoning in the Anadarko decisions.
Therefore, plaintiff has failed to state a cognizable claim as to breach
of fiduciary duty and I will dismiss that claim.
IV.

TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE

Count II of the complaint alleges that Leewards and the selling
stockholders tortiously interfered with plaintiff's reasonable expectation of entering into a business relationship by cancelling the
offering. Plaintiff claims such tortious interference with a prospective
business advantage is actionable, while defendants assert that plaintiff
fails to plead the required element of malice.
[10] I will assume, as does the plaintiff, that under Delaware's
"most significant relationship" analysis, the law of Illinois will apply
to this claim, as well as other state law claims. 2 Consequently, I will

2. Under Delaware law, the local law of the state with the most significant
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rely on Illinois law in my determination of the sufficiency of plaintiffs
allegations.
[11] The leading Illinois case addressing tortious interference is
Fellhauer v. City of Geneva, Ill. Supr., 568 N.E.2d 870, 878 (1991).
It states the requirements for prevailing on a claim for tortious
interference with prospective economic advantage as follows: a plaintiff must allege
(1) his reasonable expectation of entering into a valid business relationship; (2) the defendant's knowledge of the plaintiff's expectancy; (3) purposeful interference by the defendant
that prevents the plaintiff's legitimate expectancy from ripening into a valid business relationship; and (4) damages
to the plaintiff resulting from such interference.
3
Id. (citations omitted).
[12-13] Plaintiff has failed to allege facts sufficient to meet the third
requirement of the Fellhauer test, a purposeful interference by the
defendant that prevents the plaintiff's legitimate expectancy from
ripening.4 Illinois courts have interpreted this factor to require an
element of malice. See, e.g., Aneriystems, Inc. v. Keneco Fin. Group,
Inc., No. 89-0-6505, 1990 WL 93279, at *4 (N.D. Ill. June 18,
1990) ("[t]o plead a cause of action for tortious interference with
prospective business expectancies [plaintiff] must allege ... intentional and malicious interference"). Plaintiff does not allege that any
of the defendants acted improperly in failing to issue the stocks in
question. See Fellhauer, 568 N.E.2d at 878-79; see also DeBonaventura,
428 A.2d at 1153. The Appellate Court of Illinois has stated: "The
purpose of imposing liability in tort upon persons who interfere with
the contractual relations of others is to protect a person's interest in
his contractual relations against forms of interference which, on
balance, the law finds repugnant." Langer v. Becker, Ill. App., 531
N.E.2d 830, 833 (1988). Considering the purpose of this cause of

relationship to the occurrence and parties governs the rights of litigants with respect

to tort claims. Travelers Indem. Co. v. Lake, Del. Supr., 594 A.2d 38 (1991). Plaintiff
is an Illinois resident, Illinois is Leewards' principal place of business, and the tort
allegedly took place in Illinois. Therefore, Illinois law will most likely apply under
the "most significant relationship" test. Id.

3. For substantially similar factors under Delaware law, see DeBonaremiura V.

Nationwide Mut. Ins. Co., Del. Supr., 428 A.2d 1151, 1153 (1981).

4. I need not address, therefore, whether the remaining requirements have
been sufficiently plead.
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action, the Langer court recognized that persons may interfere with
contractual relations if "socially sanctioned"; for instance, when
defendants "act to protect a conflicting interest which is considered
to be of equal or greater value than that accorded to the contractual
rights involved." Id. See also Belden Corp. v. Internorth, Inc., Ill. App.,
413 N.E.2d 98, 102 (1980) (plaintiffs prospective economic advantage
claim is based on "a mere expectancy, and must therefore forbear
other parties' pursuit of legitimate business goals"). Therefore, a
plaintiff must allege wrongful conduct by a defendant to assert a
valid claim.
In the present action, plaintiff has not alleged that the offering
was canceled maliciously or that the cancellation was otherwise wrongfully motivated. Furthermore, the alleged "interference" was an act
contractually reserved by defendants on the front page of the prospectus. Therefore, plaintiff has failed to state a valid claim as to
tortious interference with a prospective economic advantage.
V.

CONVERSION

[14] Plaintiff claims that the defendants wrongfully converted shares
to which he and the class were entitled. Under both Illinois and
Delaware law, the first two requirements for a valid claim of conversion are: 1) that a plaintiff had a property interest in the converted
goods, and 2) that the plaintiff had a right to possession of the goods.
Goodrich v. E.F. Hutton Group, Inc., Del. Ch., 542 A.2d 1200, 1203
(1988); Katz v. Belmont Nat'l Bank of Chicago, Ill. Supr., 491 N.E.2d
1157, 1158-59 (1986) (citing Farns Assocs. v. Sternback, Ill. App., 395
N.E.2d 1103, 1106 (1979)). Plaintiff has failed to meet these two
requirements.
[15] Plaintiff presumably asserts that he was entitled to the shares

because he "purchased"

them. See Complaint

33 ("Defendants

have wrongfully assumed unauthorized control, dominion, and ownership over the Leewards shares of common stock which were sold

to plaintiff and members of the class during the week of October 24
through October 31, 1991.") Plaintiff also claims that he had a right
to possession of the stock because he received an "unconditional"
confirmation of this trade. However, the Leewards final prospectus
clearly states that the purchase was conditional. Prospectus at 1.
Therefore, plaintiff cannot demonstrate that he had a right to possession as a matter of law.
[16] Even assuming that the plaintiff had some cognizable property
right in the shares, he has not sufficiently plead a right to possess
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the shares. The conditional nature of his interest prevents him from
claiming any possessory property rights. See Anadarko I, No. 8738,
slip op. at 7-8; see also Katz, 491 N.E.2d at 1159. Plaintiff was not
a record shareholder of Leewards stock under the conditional contract
which he entered with the selling stockholders. Therefore, plaintiff's
claim for conversion should be dismissed because he has not sufficiently alleged a valid right to possess Leewards stock. He must
allege specific facts which suggest his right to possess the shares was
superior to Leewards'. This he has failed to do.
VI.

BREACH OF CONTRACT

[17] Count IV of the complaint alleges that the underwriters breached
their agreements to sell Leewards stock to Weiss and the class.
Namely, the plaintiff alleges that the underwriters breached their
contracts with him and the class by "refusing to accept delivery of
the Leewards common stock." Complaint 40. This allegation,
however, is not sufficient to establish the elements of breach of
contract under Illinois law. In order to successfully plead breach of
contract, an aggrieved party must allege: 1) the making of a specific
contract, 2) the obligation thereby assumed, and 3) the breach. 61A
Am. Jur. 2d Pleadings § 89 (1981); see 5 C. Wright & A. Miller,
Federal Practice and Procedure § 1235 (1990) (stating "[a] complaint in
a contract action must allege the existence of a valid and binding
contract."); see also Goodrich v. E.F. Hutton Group, Inc., Del. Ch.,
542 A.2d 1200, 1203-04 (1988). The complaint does not allege facts
sufficient to demonstrate that a contract came into existence.
[18] More notably, the prospectus itself includes on its first page
a statement of conditions of the alleged contract. As I determined
in Part III, the contingency of plaintiff's interest is evidenced by the
plain language of the prospectus: plaintiff's purchase was subject to,
among other things, "withdrawal, cancellation or modification of the
offer without notice." Prospectus at 1.
[19] Plaintiff argues that the underwriters "prevented" the occurrence of the condition and invokes the general rule that a party is
not excused from its contractual duties if it unjustly prevents the
performance or happening of a condition precedent to those duties.
Shear v. National Rifle Ass'n of Am., 606 F.2d 1251, 1254-55 (D.C.
Cir. 1979). Plaintiff's invocation of the prevention doctrine is misplaced. The specific allegations of the complaint do not indicate that
the underwriters unjustly "prevented" the satisfaction of any condition to performance under the prospectus. Furthermore, an ex-
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ception to the prevention doctrine exists "where the hindrance is
due to some action of the promisor which under the terms of the
contract .. .was permitted." 5 Williston on Contracts § 677A, at 235

(footnote omitted); Shear, 606 F.2d at 1256 ("there is no prevention
when the contract authorizes a party to prevent a condition from
occurring").
[20] Under Illinois law, the failure to allege wrongfulness precludes
application of the prevention doctrine as a matter of law. Bold v.
Avenue Bank & Trust Co. of Oak Park, Ill. App., 432 N.E.2d 295,
298 (1982). Weiss' failure to allege any bad faith on the part of the
underwriters is consequently fatal to his claim. As a result, I find
plaintiff has failed to allege specific facts supporting the breach of
contract claim in count IV.

VII.

VIOLATIONS OF FEDERAL SECURITIES LAWS

In count V of the complaint, plaintiff alleges that all defendants
violated section 11 of the Securities Act of 1933 (the "1933 Act"),
15 U.S.C. §77k. Plaintiff further alleges in count VI of the complaint
that certain defendants-the individual defendants, Leewards and
the selling stockholders-violated section 12(2) of the 1933 Act, 15
U.S.C. §771(2). Defendants challenge plaintiffs standing to bring
the action under the 1933 Act, as well as the sufficiency of the
allegations in regard to the 1933 Act's requirements of elements of
causation, damages, and applicability to certain defendants. Because
I conclude that the plaintiff does not have standing to bring claims
under the 1933 Act, I will grant defendants' motion to dismiss counts
V and VI.
[21-22]

Section 11(a) confers standing to sue on "any person ac-

quiring such security." The United States Supreme Court has explained that "a § 11 action must be brought by a purchaser of a
registered security." Herman &MacLean v. Huddleston, 459 U.S. 375,
382 (1983). Similarly, section 12(2) requires that a person "purchasing" a security may seek damages against the seller. Cutter v.
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 644 F.2d 1194, 1196 (6th
Cir. 1981), cert. denied, 455 U.S. 909 (1982); Thomas v. Roblin Indus.,
520 F.2d 1393 (3d Cir. 1975). Thus, section 12(2) also requires
plaintiff to be a purchaser in order to have standing.
[23-24] Plaintiff asserts he is a purchaser as defined in the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 (the "1934 Act"), which is to be read in pari
materia with the 1933 Act. Section 3(a)(13) of the 1934 Act defines
the terms "buy" and "purchase" as including "any contract to
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buy, purchase, or otherwise acquire" securities. Therefore, plaintiff
argues, his conditional contract conferred "purchaser" status upon
him. I determined above, however, that plaintiff was not a purchaser
of Leewards stock for purposes of determining if fiduciary duties
attached to prospective Leewards stockholders. I find this reasoning
convincing regarding the securities claims as well. As the 1934 Act
states, one who enters into a contract to buy securities is a "purchaser"; one who enters into a contract to buy securities contingent
upon the occurrence of an offering has merely purchased a contingent
interest in securities, not the securities themselves. Therefore, I
determine that plaintiff has demonstrated only that he entered into
a contract for an option to buy securities subject to the conditions
stated in the prospectus, and as a result he has no standing to assert
claims under sections 11 and 12(2) of the 1933 Act. Collins v. Signetics
Corp., 605 F.2d 110, 114 (3d Cir. 1979) (dismissing section 12(2)
claims for lack of standing); In re Storage Technology Corp. Sec. Litig.,
630 F. Supp. 1072, 1078 (D. Colo. 1986) (dismissing section 11
claims for lack of standing).
Furthermore, the plaintiff is relying on his position as a seller,
rather than a buyer, in claiming these violations. That is, Weiss
seeks damages from injuries due to his inability to resell securities to
which he claims he has a right, not to purchase those securities. As
the Gutter court explicitly stated, the 1933 Act's "provisions simply
are not designed to protect sellers, and this is obvious from the face
of the statutes." Gutter, 644 F.2d at 1196. Therefore, the claims
under counts V and VI will be dismissed.
VIII.

VIOLATIONS OF THE ILLINOIS CONSUMER
FRAUD ACT

In count VII of the complaint, Weiss asserts that defendants'
"misstatements and omissions" violated section 2 of the Illinois
Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Business Practices Act (the "Illinois
Act"), Ill. Rev. Stat. ch. 121 1/2, para. 262 (1989). 5 Paragraph 46
of the complaint states that the defendants falsely implied that the

5. Section 2 of the Illinois Act states in pertinent part:
Unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices,
including but not limited to the use or employment of any deception,

fraud, pretense, false promise, misrepresentation or the concealment, suppression or omission of such material fact... in the practice of any trade
or commerce are hereby declared unlawful ....
Mll. Rev. Stat. ch. 121 1/2, para. 162 (1989).
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financial outlook for the company was very good and that they knew
this was a false statement.6
[25-26] Claims of fraud must be alleged with particularity. Ch. Ct.
R. 9(b); Fed. R. Civ. P. 9(b). This rule undoubtedly applies to
claims under the Illinois Act. Geddes v. John Hancock Mut. Life Ins.
Co., 712 F. Supp. 692, 702 (N.D. Ill. 1989) (construing the Illinois
Act under Fed. R. Civ. P. 9(b)). The "particularity" requirement
has been defined as follows: "In order to allege fraud sufficiently,
a plaintiff must delineate the time, place and particular contents of
the false representations, as well as the identity of the party making
the misrepresentation, and what was obtained or given up thereby."
Id. (citation omitted).
[27] Delaware cases also illustrate the "particularity" requirements
of Rule 9(b). E.g., Nutt v. A.C. & S., Inc., Del. Supr., 466 A.2d
18 (1983). For instance, it is not sufficient to simply use the word
"fraud" or its equivalent in a complaint. Halpern v. Barran, Del.
Ch., 313 A.2d 139, 143-44 (1973). A plaintiff must provide a statement of sufficient facts to make the basis of the charge reasonably

apparent. Id.; Dann v. Chrysler Corp., Del. Ch., 174 A.2d 696 (1961).
[28] Plaintiffs pleadings do not meet these requirements. Even
assuming that paragraph 46 states the time, place, and identity of
the "false" statements, he has failed to sufficiently allege actionable
damages. It is undisputed that a plaintiff must plead specific damages

in his complaint. Duran v. Leslie Automobile, Inc., Ill. App., 594 N.E.2d
1355, 1364 (1992); ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 121 1/2, para. 270a(a) (1989).
In Duran, the court dismissed a plaintiffs claim for damages in

purchasing a car because she returned the car before beginning
payments on it. Similarly, here plaintiff entered into a contingent
sales contract which was later cancelled, thus his investment was
returned to him. Therefore, I find that the damages Weiss claims

are illusory. Consequently, I find that the failure to make specific,
6. Paragraph 46 of the complaint states:
Defendants sought to sell the Leewards common shares by falsely implying
that the financial outlook for the Company was very good when, in fact,
they knew that Leewards earnings for the quarter ended September 30,
1991 reflected poor profitability and poor prospects for future growth.
Realizing that the Prospectus contained false and misleading material, the
underwriters refused to take possession of the stock which Leewards and
the Selling Stockholders had issued. Plaintiff and the Class had purchased
their Leewards common stock pursuant to the representations and projections made in the Prospectus and had sold their shares at a profit.
Defendants' conduct as alleged herein prevented plaintiff and the Class
from realizing their gain due to the underwriters refusal to accept the
stock.

1994]
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cognizable allegations in this regard renders his claim insufficient as
a matter of law and appropriate for dismissal.7
IX.

CONCLUSION

Plaintiff has failed to allege sufficiently a cause of action against
defendants. He has failed to demonstrate that fiduciary duties attached to his contingent interest in Leewards. He also has failed to
allege adequately that defendants purposefully or maliciously interfered with plaintiff's purported business interest in Leewards. He
has failed to allege a cognizable claim of breach of contract or
prevention of contract by defendants. He also has failed to demonstrate standing under federal securities claims. Finally, plaintiff

has failed to allege facts sufficient to support a claim under the Illinois
Consumer Fraud Act. Consequently, defendants' motions to dismiss
are granted as to all counts of the complaint.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

7. I also note that §10b of the Illinois Act precludes actions more specifically
regulated by federal statutes. See, e.g., Lanier v. Associates Fin. Inc., Il. Supr., 499
N.E.2d 440, 447 (1986).
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INTRODUCTION TO "RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN
DELAWARE CORPORATE LAW"
By ANDREW G.T. MooRE II*
"Not I, Not I, but the wind that blows through me! A
fine wind is blowing the new direction of Time."'
This aptly describes the Delaware Journal of Corporate Law's
renewed commitment to promptly provide relevant and accurate
analyses of recent decisions by the Delaware courts. This new focus
greatly improves the timeliness of the "Recent Developments in
Delaware Corporate Law" section of the Journal.
This important resource is due in large part to the leadership
at the Delaware Journal of Corporate Law under Blaine T. Phillips,
Jr., the Editor-in-Chief, together with Managing Editors Richard
I.G. Jones, Jr. and Heather V. Weibel, and Articles Editor Craig
A. Hoogstraten. They have spearheaded this drive with great enthusiasm and spirit. I commend them in this endeavor and wish
them the best fortune in their efforts.
Through the able assistance of a recently appointed Practitioners
Committee of lawyers practicing in the field of corporate law, and
the diligent student scholars who prepared the case notes which follow,
this issue provides insight to and analyses of eight recent leading
corporate cases decided in Delaware and recent amendments to the
Delaware General Corporation Law. The note on "J.L. ,c&hffman
& Co. v. Standard Industries, Inc., and Other Recent Settlement Proposal Cases" discusses the important factors which the judiciary
considers when approving or rejecting class action settlement proposals. The second comment, "Glazer v. Zapata Corp.: Under What
Circumstances May a Board of Directors Interfere with a Shareholder
Vote?," evaluates the court of chancery's refusal to apply the Unocal
standard in the face of allegations of management entrenchment.
Comment three, "Delphi Easter PartnersLimited Partnershipv.Spectacular
* Justice of the Delaware Supreme Court.

Justice Moore graduated from

Tulane University, with degrees of Bachelor of Business Administration Doctor
(1958) and Juris Doctor (1960). Justice Moore was admitted to the Louisiana Bar
in 1960 and Delaware Bar in 1963. In 1963, he served as law clerk to Delaware
ChiefJustice Charles L. Terry; and from 1964-1982, he practiced law in Wilmington,
Delaware, primarily in the field of corporate litigation. He was a partner of the
firm of Connolly, Bove, Lodge & Humz.
1. D.H. Lawrence, Song of a Man Who Has Come Through, in Loot! WE
HAVE COME THROUGH! (1917).
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Partners, Inc. and the Right to Receive Advances on Claims of
Indemnification," reviews the factors considered by the Delaware
Court of Chancery in determining whether directors of limited partnerships are entitled to indemnification advancements while defending
lawsuits.
"An Increasing Role for Statute of Limitations in the Courts
of Equity-Kahn v. Seaboard Corp. and In re USACafes" is the title of
the fourth "Recent Developments" article. This comment focuses
on the court of chancery's decision in Kahn v. Seaboard Corp. and the
intervention of tolling principles in purely equitable self-dealing claims.
The fifth comment, "The Principles of Demand: Do Corporate Law
Precedents Apply to a Delaware Limited Partnership?- Litman v.
Prudential-BacheProperties, Inc. and Katell v. Morgan Stanley Group, Inc.,"
investigates the application of Chancery Rule 23.1 in two recent
chancery cases. And the sixth comment, "Getting What You Bargained For: The Contractual Nature of a Preferred Shareholder's
Rights-Korenvaes Investments, L.P. v. Marriott Corp.," examines the
recent chancery decision and its implications on the duties owed to
preferred stockholders.
Comment seven, "ixon v. Blackwell: Fairness But Not Equality
for Minority Shareholders," concerns the important supreme court
case of Nixon v. Blackwell and assesses its significance under the
fairness doctrine. The eighth article, "Draper v. Gardner: Just Another
Battle in the Conflicts Revolution?," evaluates choice of laws principles and the internal affairs doctrine as applied by Delaware courts.
Finally, the ninth article is a review and analysis of amendments to
the Delaware Code, appropriately titled "1993 Statutory Amendments to the Delaware General Corporation Law."
The authors of these comments deserve great credit for their
efforts in producing thorough and informative reviews under the
pressures of time and school. I salute the entire staff and management
of the Delaware Journal of Corporate Law and commend them to
pass this inspired effort on to the future editors of the Journal.

